Hazing Report Information – Alpha Tau Omega

**Name:** Alpha Tau Omega  
**Date Incident Occurred:** February 3, 2020  
**Date Institution Initiated Investigation:** February 6, 2020  

**General Description of Incident:**  
1. Requiring new members to perform a task that could result in physical harm.  
2. One new member harmed.  

**Violations of Institution’s Code:** Organization Hazing Offense  
**Findings:** Responsible  

**Sanctions:**  
1. Be on university probation for one year, until February 20, 2021.  
2. Chapter members responsible for hazing incident removed from membership and also referred to Student Conduct for individual meetings.  
3. Chapter social probation for remainder of spring 2020 semester.  
4. At least one executive officer required to attend hazing prevention institute in summer 2020 with follow-up report to Student Activities and presentation to the chapter.  

**Date Resolved:** February 21, 2020